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(57) ABSTRACT 

A teleconferencing system in Which the video image of a 
subject in front of a selected background scene is extracted 
from that scene and transmitted to other locations Where 
selected backgrounds are stored. By cornpositing the subject 
and background images at each remote location, both irnage 
elements, being originals, Will shoW no loss of detail When 
projected. For a front projection screen, the projector is 
inhibited frorn illurninating a presenter. 
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INTERACTIVE TELECONFERENCING DISPLAY 
SYSTEM 

RELATED APPLICATIONS 

[0001] This is a continuation-in-part of US. application 
Ser. No. 09/788,026 ?led Feb. 16, 2001. 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

[0002] Teleconferencing, the use of video and sound to 
connect tWo or more locations, permits groups of people at 
a distant location to see and hear a presenter at another 
location. Apresenter from a remote location Will typically be 
combined With graphics using a split screen technique or 
dual monitors. 

[0003] Rear projection, and large liquid crystal display 
screens, have been used to combine the presenter With 
graphics. The audience in the same room With the presenter, 
in front of the rear projection or liquid crystal display, is 
seeing ?rst generation graphics, but When photographed and 
transmitted to another location, it must be projected again 
Which makes it second generation. Because of the loss of 
tWo generations, the graphic data at the distant location is 
degraded to a point Where many graphs, charts and text 
cannot be clearly read. 

[0004] Combining the presenter With the graphics using 
front projection suffers from the additional problems of 
blinding the presenter, and distorting the graphics his body 
intercepts, Which is disconcerting to the viewers. 

[0005] In teleconferencing, there are numerous variations 
in the techniques for combining a presenter and the selected 
graphics. None of these techniques can be considered ideal. 
The effort to place the presenter in front of the projected 
graphics is to improve personal contact betWeen a presenter 
and his audience, as compared to the sleep inducing graphics 
image With an off-screen presenter. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE INVENTION 

[0006] The Interactive Teleconferencing Display System 
uses equipment performing identical functions at each loca 
tion thus permitting any location to originate or participate 
in a conference. The equipment includes a front or rear 
projection screen, an electronic projector, and a signal 
processor. When the presenter is in front of a front projection 
screen, a matte signal is generated that selectively inhibits 
the projector to prevent the projected graphics from illumi 
nating the presenter. The graphics are doWnloaded and 
stored at all locations. The presenter, having been extracted 
by a matte signal is transmitted to all locations Where it is 
matted over the graphics before projection. By separately 
transmitting the graphics image and the presenter’s image, 
and combining them at the remote location, each is an 
original and there is no loss of detail When displayed. 

[0007] An individual at another location may participate at 
any time by stepping in front of his screen. All locations Will 
see and hear both the presenter and the additional partici 
pant. Both participants may look at each other, point to, and 
discuss the material being displayed. They may also look 
toWard their local audience Without being blinded by the 
projector. Participants from other locations may join in and 
also appear on all screens. 
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BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE FIGURES 

[0008] FIG. 1 illustrates the position of the signal proces 
sor unit With respect to the projector When using front 
projection. 
[0009] FIG. 2 illustrates the functions of the signal pro 
cessor. 

[0010] FIG. 3, together With FIG. 2, illustrates the inter 
connections betWeen tWo locations. 

[0011] FIG. 4 shoWs a block diagram of the components 
comprising this invention. 

[0012] FIG. 5 is a curve shoWing the relationship betWeen 
infrared deviation from that of the screen and the reduction 
of video signal. 

[0013] FIG. 6 is a logic diagram of the elements of an 
operational system. 

[0014] FIG. 7 illustrates the functions of the signal pro 
cessor When using rear projection or liquid crystal display 
screens. 

[0015] FIG. 8 illustrates the interconnections required for 
four-location teleconferencing. 

[0016] FIG. 9 illustrates the additional compositing stages 
required When adding a third and forth location. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE 
INVENTION 

[0017] FIG. 1, represents a typical conference room 1. 
Each room contains a screen 2, a participating presenter 3, 
an electronic projector 4 that is often located above an 
audience 7, a computer 6 or other storage device (eg DVD, 
VCR, etc.) for storing and retrieving graphics, and a signal 
processor 5. 

[0018] The signal processor, contained in a single enclo 
sure, is the key element of this invention in that it includes 
all elements of the system except the projector, projection 
screen, and the image storage device. This device is most 
likely to be a computer, and is placed in an area easily 
accessible to an operator. 

[0019] One of the signal processor components is a cam 
era that must be located in close proximity directly beloW or 
above the projector, assuming one is using a front projection 
screen, or it may be integrated into the projector. Users 
having ample space behind the projection screen may use 
rear projection. In this event, the ideal camera location is a 
point over the audience, normal to the screen, and on a 
common axis through screen center and projector lens. 
While liquid crystal display screens are still relatively small, 
they are getting bigger and may become large enough for a 
large audience. Another possibility is the multiple cathode 
ray tube display. Its disadvantages are cost and the presence 
of a join line betWeen tubes. These screens have some 
advantages over rear projection and front projection screens 
With feW disadvantages other than cost or small siZe. 
Although it is expected that most users Will use front 
projection screens, the folloWing system explanations apply 
to all display methods except Where noted. 

[0020] The camera provides an image of the presenter and 
anything he adds to the scene, such as material Written on a 
White board. The participants may not alWays require stored 
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background graphics, and on these occasions, memory 26 
Will contain a black slide, or Will not be used. 

[0021] FIG. 2 and FIG. 3 represent the display compo 
nents at locations A and B, distant from each other, but the 
diagrams of FIGS. 2 and 3 illustrate the interactions occur 
ring betWeen the components at each location. The numbers 
20 through 29 represent the functions of a signal processor. 
Number series 30 through 39 are the same signal processor 
functions at a second location. 

[0022] Referring to FIG. 2 (location A), a selected graph 
ics image from memory 26 is routed through compositing 
function 25, through inhibitor function 24, then to projector 
27 Which projects the selected graphics onto screen 29. The 
audience at location A Will see the stored graphics image 
from a local memory projected onto the projection screen as 
an original Without loss of detail. 

[0023] Referring to FIG. 3 (location B), the same graphics 
image Will be retrieved from computer 36 and routed 
through compositing function 35, through inhibitor function 
34, then to projector 37 that projects the selected graphics 
onto screen 39. If there is a third and fourth participating 
location, their audience Will also see the same graphics, 
obtained from their oWn computer, being projected onto 
their screens Without loss of detail. 

[0024] As long as there is no presenter in front of any 
projection screen, the presenter matte extraction function 
(22,32) has nothing to eXtract, and compositor (25,35) has 
no foreground image to composite, and the inhibitor (24,34) 
has no presenter to protect. When a person or object enters 
in front of the screen, it becomes a foreground subject and 
activates the above subject-related functions. 

[0025] Camera 20 is located directly beloW projector 27 so 
as to see presenter 28 and to maintain the proper alignment 
of the inhibit matte. Abeam splitter is provided in camera 20 
to split off an infrared or other image for the generation of 
a matte signal in matte generator 21. 

[0026] There are several matte generation methods in use. 
One is described in US. application Ser. No. 09/788,026 
?led Feb. 16, 2001. One such method is described With 
reference to FIG. 4 as folloWs. 

[0027] Projected image source 41 of FIG. 4 represents the 
source of video image to be projected onto projection screen 
43. Image source 41 may be a computer, videocassette, 
digital videodisc, another camera or other source of video 
image. 

[0028] The video program signal from image source 41 is 
connected to inhibitor 42 Where the video signal at selected 
piXels may be inhibited. The program signal is then con 
nected from inhibitor 42 to video projector 46, Which 
projects the program image on projection screen 43. 

[0029] In one embodiment, at least one infrared source 47 
is used to uniformly illuminate projection screen 43. Being 
infrared, this illumination is not seen by the vieWer. Camera 
45 is an infrared sensitive video camera observing the 
uniformly illuminated projection screen. Camera 45 output 
is connected to video inhibitor 42. The infrared signal at 
inhibitor 42 from the projection screen is nulled to Zero. In 
the event a subject 44 enters into the projection beam, the 
subject’s infrared re?ection is likely to be higher or loWer 
than the uniform infrared luminance level of the projection 
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screen. Any infrared deviation from the infrared signal level 
established for the projection screen represents the subject. 
The addresses of those detected piXels that identify the 
subject location are used to inhibit the video program signal 
at these same addresses. 

[0030] There is alWays a possibility that some small area 
on the subject’s Wardrobe Will re?ect eXactly the same 
amount of infrared as the screen. In this area, the inhibitor 
is fooled and the video signal is not inhibited. Such areas are 
of little concern since there is little probability of infrared 
re?ection from the subject’s face matching that of the 
screen. 

[0031] The probability of deceiving the inhibit logic is 
reduced by selecting the infrared camera’s pass band least 
likely to match the re?ection levels of the subject. 

[0032] The near infrared bandWidth is very Wide, and the 
infrared provided by an incandescent source provides a ?at 
Wide illumination bandWidth. The infrared sensitive camera 
may therefore be equipped With ?lters of adjoining pass 
bands such as 700-800, 800-900, and 900-1000 nanometers. 
It takes only a small shift in the pass band to effect a large 
change in infrared re?ection. A?lter selection may be made 
during setup to prevent the subject’s infrared re?ection from 
matching that of the screen. 

[0033] An alternative to selecting eXternal pass band cam 
era ?lters is to incorporate tWo or more infrared image 
channels in the camera, each ?ltered to a different pass band, 
With a separate infrared reference frame stored for each pass 
band. 

[0034] It is highly unlikely the subj ect’s infrared re?ection 
Would simultaneously match the infrared re?ection of tWo or 
more infrared pass bands. 

Options 

[0035] To inhibit the projected image from falling upon 
the subject When the subject enters into the projected image, 
it is necessary to separate the subject from the scene being 
projected upon it. 

[0036] There are several existing Ways of detecting a 
subject’s location. Astandard difference key, or matte, relies 
on a reference frame of the blank screen to compare With 
each succeeding frame to detect the subject’s location. Since 
an image Within the visible spectrum is also being projected 
onto the screen, a standard difference key does not appear to 
function in this application. 

[0037] Another option is to ?ood the projection screen 
With one or more bands of ultra violet light outside visible 
Wavelengths. 
[0038] One might also separate the subject from the pro 
jection screen by using a long Wave infrared camera sensi 
tive to the temperature of the human body. Since a camera 
of this type sees body temperature, there is no need to ?ood 
the screen With long Wave infrared. 

[0039] Other methods identify the subject presence by 
radar or sonar techniques that detect a subject as being at a 
shorter distance than the screen. 

[0040] Stereoscopic devices, and maXimiZing image 
detail, have been used in automatic cameras to determine 
distance. Any scheme that provides a signal separating the 
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subject from the projected image may be used in this 
invention to inhibit the projected image in the area occupied 
by the subject. 

Preferred Option 

[0041] A preferred option is the use of near infrared to 
illuminate the projection screen. The infrared luminance 
level of the projection screen may be monitored and the 
reference frame updated to compensate for line voltage 
changes to the infrared source. The updated reference frame 
permits improved subject detection When infrared differ 
ences are very small. By using the infrared portion of the 
radiation spectrum, the projected and detected infrared 
images are immune from projected image content changes. 

[0042] Using infrared illumination to generate a difference 
or ratio matte provides a practical method of identifying 
those piXels occupied by a subject. Equations for generating 
suitable ratio and difference mattes for this purpose are as 
folloWs: 

Ratio Matte 

[0043] If IRo éIRm 

[0044] M-IRo / IRm 

[0045] If IRo >IRm 

[0046] M-IRm / IRo 

[0047] If IRm-IRo 0 

[0048] M-0 

Difference Matte 

M=1—{maX [(IRo-IRm), (IRm-IR0)]} 
[0049] Where: 

[0050] 
[0051] IRm= stored IR piXel value (at the same 

location) 
[0052] M= calculated matte value 

[0053] Inhibiting of the projected image may be continu 
ous, either linear or nonlinear, as opposed to a sWitch action. 
If nonlinear, the earliest and smallest detectable variance of 
the infrared signal is made to cause a small reduction of 
video signal level. As the deviation increases, the rate of 
inhibition increases. When the deviation nears a selected 
level, the inhibition rate is rapidly increased to cutoff, or to 
a selected loW level near cutoff. The variable rate at Which 
signal inhibition occurs prevents the on-off ?icker effect of 
a sWitch action. FIG. 5 illustrates this relationship. 

[0054] The term “inhibit” is de?ned as a reduction in the 
level of the projected image in that area occupied by the 
subject. In fact, if the level is reduced to about 5% of full 
level, the visibility of the subject is reduced to visual black. 
With little or no projector illumination onto the subject, it 
Will receive no illumination other than ambient room light, 
Which is typically attenuated to a very loW level When using 
a projector. 

IRo= observed IR piXel value 

[0055] Since subject illumination from the video projector 
has been inhibited to near Zero, RGB levels representing 
White (or colored) light may be added to those piXels 
de?ning the subject area. The illumination of the subject 
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may therefore be increased above that produced by ambient 
light alone. Although at a loWer level, supplementary subject 
illumination augmenting ambient room light, is likely to be 
someWhat annoying to the subject facing the projector. 

[0056] The techniques described in US. Pat. No. 5,270, 
820 may be used to locate the speaker’s head (or other 
extremity). With this additional information, the projected 
White (or colored) light onto the subject may be inhibited in 
the region of his head and eyes. 

[0057] The term “projection screen” or “screen” has been 
used above. This screen may be White, beaded, metallic, or 
metallic coated lenticular, or any surface suitable for vieW 
ing a projected image. 

Implementation 

[0058] In FIG. 4, image source 41, the video program 
source may be a computer, videotape, or videodisc as 
selected by the user. 

[0059] The video projector 46 and projection surface 43 
are commercial devices selected by the user. An infrared 
?lter, if needed, removes any residual infrared in the video 
projection beam. 

[0060] The infrared sensitive camera 45 is a video camera 
Whose photoreceptors eXtend into the near infrared beyond 
700 nanometers. A ?lter is placed over the camera lens to 
remove visible Wavelengths. 

[0061] At least one infrared source 47 is a projector using 
an incandescent lamp. A ?lter is placed over the infrared 
source to remove visible light. Inhibitor 42 is the detector/ 
inhibitor. Its function has been described earlier. 

[0062] FIG. 6 is a logic ?oW diagram shoWing the func 
tions of subject detection and program signal inhibiting. 
Referring to FIG. 6, IR camera 61 may be a 480 line VGA 
progressive scan loW resolution camera, or any other loW 
resolution camera sensitive to near infrared. Clear frame 
memory 62 is a stored infrared image of the infrared 
illuminated screen With the subject removed from the scene. 
The mask generator 63 compares the infrared sensitive 
camera image With the clear frame image in memory 62 and 
any difference identi?es that area occupied by a subject, if 
present. Shaping function 64 shapes the subject detection 
signal from an on-off signal to a linear, or a nonlinear signal 
as shoWn in FIG. 5. 

[0063] Projector image source 65 is the program source to 
be projected onto the projection screen. The program video 
is generally an image of much higher resolution than an 
NTSC signal. Image siZe detect 66 determines the resolution 
of the program image and connects this siZe data to scale and 
?lter 67, Which acts as a standards converter, to scale the siZe 
of the infrared camera to match the siZe of the projected 
image. Having matched image siZes, the program image is 
inhibited in inhibit projector image 68 in the area occupied 
by a subject, if a subject is present. Projector 99 projects 
program image onto the screen, but does not project the 
program onto the subject. 

[0064] Matte signal 21 is generated by one of such eXist 
ing methods from information provided by camera 20. 

[0065] Matte signal generator 21 generates an inhibit 
matte signal and supplies it to inhibitor 24. The matte signal 
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is assigned a 0.0 value for those pixels that constitute the 
foreground subject. Pixels in areas of the screen displaying 
the graphics surrounding the subject are assigned a 1.0. The 
graphics image 26, passes through cornpositor 25 to the 
inhibit multiplier 24. The graphics image is multiplied in 24 
by the rnatte signal from 21 Whose Zeros in the subject area 
shut off (inhibit) the projector signal in the area of the 
subject. At this point the audience at locationA(FIG. 2) sees 
the presenter, illuminated by room light, With the graphics 
appearing on the screen behind him. The presenter may look 
at his audience Without being blinded by the glare of the 
projector. The use of a matte signal in generating an inhibit 
signal is described above. (While the rnatte signal Will be 
required to isolate the subject, an inhibit signal is not 
required for a rear projected image or a liquid crystal 
display.) 
[0066] The inhibit rnatte signal from generator 21 is 
inverted to form a second rnatte signal providing a 1.0 value 
for the subject area and a 0.0 value for the background 
surrounding the subject. This second rnatte and the video 
signal from camera 20 are connected to multiplier 23. Their 
product is the Processed Foreground signal (PrFg) consist 
ing of the subject against a 0.0 ?eld of black. The processed 
foreground having a subject on a ?eld of 0.0 black is 
intentional since the blackest black in a video signal sits atop 
a pedestal of about 7% of White. The 0.0 of the processed 
foreground video is therefore a matte signal transmitted with 
the isolated subject. The processed foreground 23 from 
location A is connected to the rnatte extraction function 32 
and cornpositing function 35 at location B. 

[0067] The rnatte extraction function 32 separates the 
processed foreground, Whose loWest level is the 7% pedes 
tal, from the 0.0 of the black ?eld by setting a detection 
threshold at about 3%. All pixels above the threshold are in 
the foreground and are assigned a 1.0 value. All pixels beloW 
the selected threshold are in the background and are 
assigned a 0.0 value. The assignment of pixel values as 1.0 
or 0.0 is arbitrary and may be inverted as required by the 
function it is intended to control. A threshold level above 
camera and system noise is necessary to prevent background 
area noise peaks from incorrectly being accepted as a subject 
pixel. 
[0068] The extracted rnatte is inverted to provide a 0.0 in 
the processed foreground area and a 1.0 in the graphics area 
surrounding the subject. Multiplying the graphics image 
from source 36 by 1.0 (the rnatte signal) retains the full 
signal level of the graphics surrounding the subject, but the 
0.0 in the subject area creates a 0.0 black hole in the 
projected graphics. Cornpositing function 35 adds the pro 
cessed foreground, consisting only of the subject, into the 
hole created for it. The composite image from 35 is routed 
through the inhibit function 34 to projector 39. The audience 
at location B sees the graphics from their own image source 
36 being projected onto their oWn screen With the video 
image of the presenter from location Acornposited over their 
graphics. 
[0069] The quality of the image is limited only by the 
resolution of the original image, and the resolution of the 
projector. By pre-loading the graphics at each location, the 
remaining data to send to other locations is only the pro 
cessed video signal, With sound. 

[0070] The process of using the rnatte signal to multiply 
and add to cornposite an image over a background preserves 
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subject edge transparency. HoWever When the rnatte signal 
assigned, is a binary sWitch (i.e. 1.0 or 0.0), and therefore the 
composite image may be formed by a key function derived 
from the rnatte signal to sWitch betWeen a stored image and 
the presenter. In either case the presenter pixel values 
replace those of the background image to form the cornpos 
ite image. 

[0071] Abinary I/O rnatte signal generates a sharp edged 
sWitch, hoWever the rnatte edge can be siZed to better ?t the 
subject outline, and it may be softened to improve the 
transition from the presenter to his background. 

[0072] The inhibit function 34 aWaits the presence of a 
presenter 38. When a person 38 at location B, Wishes to 
participate, he steps in front of his screen. Functions 30, 31 
and 34 inhibit pixels in projector 37 from projecting onto the 
person 38. Functions 30, 31, and 33 generate a processed 
foreground, PrFg, Which is routed back to location A to the 
rnatte extractor 22 and cornpositor 25. The video of person 
38 at location B, in front of his screen, Will be cornposited 
over the graphics being projected at location A. The audi 
ence at location B Will see participant 38 in person in front 
of the projected graphics, and presenter 28 Will be seen 
cornposited over said graphics. 

[0073] By looking at the screen, both participants Will see 
the other person’s video image cornposited With the graph 
ics. The participants may see and face each other, point to 
elements in the graphics, and discuss them. The audience at 
locations C and D Will see the presenter A and participant B 
on their projection screens. A person at C and D may also 
become a participant by stepping in front of their screen. The 
audience at the location of a participant Will see their 
presenter in person and all other presenters Will appear on 
the screen behind him, but in front of projected graphics. 

[0074] There is an obvious limitation to the number of 
simultaneous participants that can be in the scene and still 
see the graphics behind them. If the presentation is in the 
form of a number of speeches, the graphics may be gener 
ated to occupy the upper part of the screen so the seated 
participants Will not obscure material that needs to be seen 
by the audience. Each presenter in turn makes his presen 
tation While the audience at all locations Watch the speaker 
and the reaction of those seated. 

[0075] If a large White board is used as a projection screen, 
then the presenter and Whatever he Writes or draWs becomes 
part of the subject matter and Will be projected onto the 
White boards at the other locations. A participant from 
another location may draW on his oWn White board and his 
Writing Will be projected on all the other White boards. In this 
manner each location may contribute to a draWing, add to a 
list, rnark locations on a map, etc. 

[0076] Rear projection and liquid crystal display systems 
do not require the inhibit function 24, and is therefore 
bypassed. FIG. 7 shoWs the signal ?oW through a signal 
processor after the inhibit function is removed or inacti 
vated. 

Interconnecting Multiple Locations 

[0077] FIG. 8 illustrates the interconnections required for 
four participating locations such as A, B, C and D. The 
output signal at each of these locations is a Processed 
Foreground (PrFg) and is connected to the cornpositing 
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function at all other locations. The input needed by each 
location is the PrFg signal from all other locations. In FIG. 
8, the PrFg 23 from location A is shoWn connected to 
composite functions B. C, and D to illustrate hoW the PrFg 
is connected to the input stages at other locations. The 
remaining connections are made as indicated in FIG. 8. 

[0078] FIG. 9 illustrates the compositing function needed 
When there are four participating locations. Functions 22 and 
25 are all that are needed if only location B is sending a PrFg 
signal to location A. The addition of a third location, C, 
requires a separate compositing stage 22‘ and 25‘. The 
addition of a fourth location, D, requires a separate com 
positing stage 22“ and 25“. The number of compositing 
stages needed is one less than the number of participating 
locations. 

What is claimed is: 
1. A method for displaying a composite video image of a 

presenter in front of a selected background image, at mul 
tiple remote locations, Without loss of detail in the back 
ground image or in the presenter’s image, comprising the 
steps of, 

a) storing in a memory at each remote location said 
selected background image, 

b) generating a matte signal that identi?es those piXels in 
the video image representing said presenter, 

c) transmitting to each remote location the signal levels of 
piXels including said presenter, 

d) generating a composite video image of said presenter 
and said stored selected background image by replacing 
piXel levels in the background image, at corresponding 
addresses, With pixel levels of said presenter’s image. 

2. The method of claim 1 Wherein said image storage 
memory, for storing and retrieving an image, includes a 
computer, DVD, VCR, or other image storage and retrieval 
device. 

3. The method of claim 1 Wherein said stored selected 
background image includes at least one of graphics, charts, 
tables and photographs. 

4. The method of claim 1 Wherein the selected back 
ground image is doWnloaded to remote locations at the time 
of its selection. 

5. The method of claim 1 Wherein the video image of a 
presenter, transmitted to remote locations, includes said 
presenter on a ?eld of black at a signal level of 0.0. 

6. The method of claim 5 Wherein those piXels Whose 
signal level eXceeds a set threshold above Zero, identify the 
presenter’s video signal. 

7. The method of claim 1 Wherein the selected back 
ground image is stored at remote locations in advance of a 
teleconference. 
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8. The method of claim 1 Wherein said composite video 
image may be vieWed on at least one of a front projection 
screen, a rear projection screen, a self luminous liquid 
crystal display and a cathode ray tube display, 

9. The method of claim 8 in Which said composite video 
image vieWed on said front projection screen, employs an 
electronic projector. 

10. The method of claim 9 in Which said electronic 
projector is inhibited in said presenter area to prevent said 
presenter from being illuminated by said projected image. 

11. The method of claim 1 in Which a person in at least one 
remote location may become a participant and be seen on the 
projection screen at all other locations, by stepping in front 
of the participant’s oWn projection screen. 

12. The method of claim 11 in Which persons in at least 
tWo locations may become participants at the same time and 
may be seen on the projection screen at all other locations, 
by each participant stepping in front of the projection screen 
at each participant’s oWn location. 

13. A signal processing apparatus for displaying a com 
posite video image of a presenter in front of a selected 
background, at multiple locations Without loss of detail in 
the background image or in the presenters image, compris 
mg: 

a) means for storing said selected background image in a 
memory (26) at each remote location, 

b) means for generating a matte signal (21) that identi?es 
those piXels in the video image that include the pre 
senter’s video signal, 

c) means for transmitting to each remote location the 
signal levels (23) of piXels comprising said presenter, 

d) means for compositing (22,25) said presenter over said 
background, at each remote location, and 

e) means for displaying (27,29) said composite image. 
14. The apparatus of claim 13 Wherein said means for 

storing a selected background image includes one of a 
computer, DVD, VCR, or other image storage device. 

15. The apparatus of claim 13 Wherein said means for 
compositing said presenter over said background comprises 
compositing hardWare or softWare under control of said 
matte signal. 

16. The apparatus of claim 13 Wherein said display means 
includes at least one of a commercial electronic projector 
and a projection screen, a CRT display, and a liquid crystal 
display. 

17. The apparatus of claim 16 Wherein said projection 
screen is capable of re?ecting infrared illumination. 

18. The apparatus of claim 13 Wherein said apparatus is 
capable of performing identical functions at all locations. 

* * * * * 


